http://biblehub.com/hebrew/5741.htm

Adriel – Adriel is a lunar angel under Gabriel who rules one of the twenty-eight
mansions of the Moon. He is also under Ariel, Uriel, Azrael & other angels of
Death… & serves as an angel of divine judgement.
http://evp.paranomalo.us/2011/10/13/angels-their-names-and-meaning-a-h/

Adriel

Adriel
Adriel, flock of God, the son of Barzillai, the Meholathite, to whom Saul gave in marriage his daughter Merab (1
Sam. 18:19). The five sons that sprang from this union were put to death by the Gibeonites (2 Sam. 21:8, 9. Here it is
said that Michal "brought up" [R.V., "bare"] these five sons, either that she treated them as if she had been their own
mother, or that for "Michal" we should read "Merab", as in 1 Sam. 18:19).
In 2 Samuel 21:8 it states that Michal daughter of Saul had 5 sons with Adriel son of Barzillai. However in some
translations instead of Michal, it says Merab. Merab was the older daughter of Saul initially promised to David, but
was instead given as wife to Adriel the Meholathite. Due to that later discrepancy that states Michal as the husband
of Adriel instead of Merab as first said in 1st Samuel, many scholars believe this to be an ancient copyist error that
should have read Merab in 2nd Samuel 21:8
This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Easton, Matthew George (1897).
"Adriel". Easton's Bible Dictionary (New and revised ed.). T. Nelson and Sons.
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Adrael – (“God is my help”). This Angel is often confused with Adriel but this angel
dwells among the palaces in the First Heavens… & Is a governing angel over those
Heavens.
http://evp.paranomalo.us/2011/10/13/angels-their-names-and-meaning-a-h/

El-Adrel In The Secret Lore of Magic he is an angel who is invoked to
bring the invocant the music of his choice. He is also mentioned in the
Book of Powers.
http://www.angelfire.com/journal/cathbodua/Angels/Eangels.html

